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Leah Steffen
Shafer, MN

Just recently, the October Minnesota MEI gathering stirred a cluster of
wonderful posts on the MEI Facebook page. If you are not a MEI
Facebook participant this is how it read:
Molly Feigal PUMPkin stew, PUMPkin stew, what will I put in
my PUMPkin stew? Delish! Thank you Leah Steffen for the
soup and Erika Rosalind for the song that we all burst out
singing as lunch began.
Jake Edward I totally stole Erika Rosalind's rendition for 1st
grade this past week! I also wish I were there! So jealous of
your community of MEI members who can gather, collaborate,
and support one another!
Molly Feigal We wish you were here also Jake! It seems to
me that there are a growing number of you "out east." Any
possibility of gathering some of you a few times a year?
Everyone bring a lesson to share. I really have no idea how far
apart you are.
Peggy Bennett Molly, you are so right! Clusters can meet in
their areas. It just takes 1 or 2 to begin it. And, kudos to you
Minnesotans for making your group fruitful and sustaining for
all these years! Marty Stover held these in Ft Wayne when I
started teaching.
Anna Langness Kudos to Marty Stover for being a key
person in MN all these years too!

Peggy Bennett And, before that, Marty Stover was a key person in south Texas. And, before that
she was a key person in Indiana. What a pillar of mentorship you are, dear Marty!
Daisy Groseclose Cochran I am so glad you know the 'history' of our group, Peggy. I did not
know Marty was such a key person in places other than MN. How lucky we are!
Marty Stover Thank you all for your kind comments. It was a selfish act of survival. I
needed support. THANK YOU ALL
I love Dr. Marty’s comment, “It was a selfish act of survival.” I have heard Dr. Marty say this more than once and
every time I hear it I think, Oh! How I agree! If Minnesota did not have this group I would have never learned
about MEI. I came to a MN monthly meeting with a colleague as a gesture of friendship and professional
courtesy. Little did I know how 3 hours would change my life. From that day on, I have been discovering how
the songs, games and strategies I learn from my MEI comrades are really about the art of teaching using music
as its vehicle.
Peggy and Anna hit it on the nose when they noted Dr. Marty as a pillar of mentorship as well as a leader. Many
others have joined Dr. Marty in MN to keep the momentum moving and we are so grateful. What would it take
for you to be a key person in your area?
As a person who is acting as the pseudo organizer in MN, I can tell you it does not take much. We have a solid
base of 8 people who regularly show up and have had up to 14 attendees. We all agreed that no matter how
many showed up, we would meet 1 time a month and if it ended up being just 2 of us we would have a lovely
lunch and sharing time. The MN crew has looked at the rich pool of resources in the MEI membership and
invited individuals to come and share their knowledge and gifts. These one-day workshops, offering us in-depth
discussions and experiences, have been a lifeline for many of us, and we treasure every nugget shared.
Would you consider gathering a few people in your area? If you would, turn to page 4. I have put together an
article this month on the “how-to’s” of starting a group and the ins and outs of inviting a presenter to come to
your area.
November is a month of remembering the many blessings we experience and how grateful we are for what we
have. With this in mind I am ever so thankful for the MEI membership and its family that surrounds me. I am
blessed with your joy, playfulness, creativity, passion, courage, and perseverance. A heartfelt Thanksgiving you
to all!
Leah
Leah Steffen, President
Music EdVentures, Inc.

COMING SOON
TO
MINNESOTA
SEE NEXT PAGE
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Music Edventures
Proudly presents a workshop by

!

Saturday
Nov. 22nd
9:00-2:30

Location
Deerwood
Elementary
1480 Deerwood Dr.
Eagan, MN
55122
Registration

9:00 A.M.
Workshop Fee

$30.00
Payable to
MEI
at registration
CEU’s Available
Further Questions
leahrsteffen@gmail.com
!

!

Endorsed by

!

Marilyn Winter
Outstanding Author of RECORDER EDVENTURES
!

“This book may forever change your attitudes about the role and
importance of recorders in your classroom…and in the musical
lives of your students.”
-Dr. Peggy Bennett
Co-author of SongWorks I & II

 Fresh ways to engage students
• Student friendly approach to reading music notation
• Ways to achieve aesthetically pleasing tone
production

 Tools and Techniques
•
•
•
•

Playing in tune activities
Ideas for Native American Studies
Assessments
Formbooks

 Hands on experience
• Improvising
• Arranging
• BRING YOUR RECORDER AND PARTICIPATE!
Marilyn Winter is a retired public school music specialist. She
holds a Bachelor’s of Music Education degree and a Masters of
Education in School Administration. Marilyn was instrumental in
establishing and is a charter member of Music EdVentures, Inc.,
a network of teachers throughout the United States, Canada,
and Japan. She has taught summer courses accredited through
Montana State University, University of Montana, Oregon State
University, University of Idaho, and University of British
Columbia. She continues to dedicate many hours to children
and how they learn.

Dr. Marty Stover’s “Selfish Act of Survival”
…Starting a Group in Your Area!
This month’s Presidential article shared a conversation among Facebook’s Music EdVentures group following a
Minnesota meeting. This brief exchange clearly showed how forming a group in your area can prove to be a lifeline
for teachers eager to get ideas and support.
Dr. Marty Stover has a history of starting groups where she lived (Indiana, Texas, Minnesota). She proclaimed that,
for her, gathering like-minded teachers was an act of survival (her own!). Here in Minnesota we agree with the “act
of survival” notion and are so fortunate to be the recipients of Dr. Marty’s hard work. I know she would want to make
sure everyone knew it was not a solo endeavor to continue offering monthly or bi-monthly meetings. It was her
ambition and action, however, that got the various local groups “up and running.”
As the years have gone by with the Minnesota MEI group, many people have stepped in and helped organize,
present, and support each other with their talents. And, this is exactly what Dr. Marty was talking about when she
said it was an act of survival.
What if we all “caught” that same “Dr. Marty ambition” and started a group in our cities or regions? “How do I do
that, you ask?” Below, are lists of ways you can take action.
Where do you begin? Here are the steps to get you going.
1. Have a conversation with a colleague or two and commit to meeting monthly or quarterly.
2. Find a location that is central to the parties involved.
3. Know your group and select lessons that accommodate everyone’s interests.
4. Invite a featured presenter or presenters from your group to share a lesson.
5. Make a visually pleasant invitation stating your location, date, time, and a featured presenter or
presenters for each meeting.
• Include the Music EdVentures Banner (see lower left side of the flyer, p. 3)
• Post the dates for both the current and the following meeting.
• Send the invitation to your colleagues and ask them to invite a friend. *It is very important
that this document looks professional as well as eye catching.
6. Assign a person to send out the invitation two weeks prior to your meeting and ask for a response
from each of those invited stating whether they plan or do not plan to attend. Having a count of
attendees will help you prepare accordingly.
• Prepare for three to five people who may come unexpectedly.
7. Plan to meet for two hours and if your group is interested, have a casual gathering after your
meeting with some kind of table fare for people to enjoy while you socialize.
8. Give yourself a timeline for the planned interactive activities.
• a greeting activity
• song and game to learn
• strategies to learn and study that are connected to your activities
• note-taking & reflection time
• discussion of what is being noticed
• sharing of prior experiences related to the lesson
9. Provide a handout including:
• a score of the song
• steps of the activity
• elements needed to participate in the activity (i.e. recorded music, maps, solfa scores,
song dotting, etc.)
• name of presenter, email address and/or phone number
10. Preplan the dates and times for monthly or 4 quarterly meetings.
11. Collect and maintain a contact list of email addresses, facilities in which group member’s work,
and phone numbers.
Where might you gain? Here are some benefits of gathering a local group.
At the end of each meeting we walk away energized and jam-packed with tips and techniques from experienced
members as well as those who are new to the principles and philosophies. It is the mutual sharing of each other’s
successes and trials that provide support in ways that are unique to each person’s career journey.
Leah R. Steffen
MEI President
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S ong W orks
Discover Your Pathway

Music EdVentures Inc
2015 Conference
Thursday - Saturday, April 9 - 11
Holiday Inn at DIA
Denver, CO
!
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Conference Chair
Samantha Smith (OH)
MEI President-Elect

SongWorks: Discover Your Pathway
2015 Conference Sessions
It’s All about AIR: Energize and Focus Voices for Beautiful Tone
Song Dotting: A Sound to Symbol Process
Copland’s Fanfare for the Common Man: Exploring Language,
Movement, and Musical Conversations
Ripples: Ways We Affect Each Other
“Gypsy in the Moonlight”: A Caribbean Mixer
Reading by Ear: Using Duets to Develop Listening and Reading Skills
Beethoven, Egmont, and Inside Out Teaching
Pathways to Musical Literacy: Ways My Students Make Study
Their Own
Pathways from Folk Dance to Form Study

Meanwhile . . . Helping Students Think Beyond What is Written
and Into What Can Happen
How SongWorks is Special for Special Needs Children
Making Sense: Helping Children Find Their Pathway to Literacy
Ah, Non! Le Coq est Mort!
The Big World of the Little Ukulele
Songwriting through SongWorks: Creating with Ukulele and Guitar
When “Do” is Not a Deer OR the Key: Playing with Modes
Sing and Dance Up Sourwood Mountain
Spiraling Pathways: Glimpses of K-6 Curriculum that Keeps Songs
Alive and Fresh for Years of Study
From Scary to Indispensable: Transforming Music
for Classroom Educators
History Moment: Cross Fertilizing the Curriculum
Rabbit Run!: A Singing Game and Form Book Study
Playing with Language: SongWorks for Learning English
A Musical Journey from Slavery to Freedom
SongWorks Around the World: Exploring New Pathways
with Repertoire

2015 MEI Conference
Presenters

Esther Campbell (WA)

Doug Bartholomew (MT)
Peggy Bennett (MT)

Theresa Derr (CO)
Molly Feigal (MN)

Judy Fjell (MT)

Ruthanne Fisher (PA)

Jake Harkins (VA)
Beth Gadbaw (CO)

Susan Kenney (UT)

Michiko Nitaira (Japan)
Anna Langness (CO)

Anna Shelow (VT)

Kate Smith (BC)

Betty Phillips (OR)

Mary Springer (WA)

Taryn Raschdorf (VA)

Vicky Suarez (TX)

Marilyn Winter (AZ)

Fleurette Sweeney (BC)
Angelie Timm (CO)
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2015'Music'EdVentures'Conference
April'9U11'
REGISTRATION'FORM
Registration!at!9!a.m.!Thursday,!April!9
Conference!ends!at!4!p.m.!on!Saturday,!April!11

CONFERENCE'LOCATION
HOLIDAY'INN'AT'DIA
6900!TOWER!ROAD

Free!Shuttle!to/from!Denver!International!Airport

REGISTER'EARLY

Name!_________________________________________________________________________________!!!Phone!_____________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________________!!!!City_________________________________________
State/Prov''______!!!!!Zip/Postal'Code_________________!!!!!!Email_________________________________________________________________

*I!teach*****___Music*****___Classroom*****___Preschool******___ELL********___Other*(____________________________________________)

1.

CONFERENCE'FEES:'(Luncheons*included*in*this*fee)*(All*fees*payable*in*US*Dollars)
!

______!$175! 2015!Members!(choose!membership!below)

!

______!$225! Nonmembers

!

______!$100! Retirees!!(choose!membership!below)

!

______!$!!75! Students!(choose!membership!below)

!

______!$110! One!Day!Only!(Includes*sessions,*luncheon,*1*year*complimentary*membership)

2.

2015'MEMBERSHIP'DUES:!!!!____!$45!Regular!!!!!____!$20!Student

3.

FRIDAY'NIGHT'BANQUET:!Great*opportunity*to*dine,*enjoy*conversation*and*musicAmaking*with*friends.
!

______!!$40!(includes*gratuity*and*tax)

!3.*

!

My'diet'requires:''''____!No!restrictions!!!___!Vegetarian!!!___!Vegan!!!!___!Dairy!Free!!!!___!Gluten!Free

!4.?

TAX'DEDUCTIBLE'DONATION:!!I!am!including!$________!!(for*the*MEI*Scholarship/Travel*Grant*program)
Register'ONLINE'at'www.musicedventures.org/conferences.html!!with'payment'via'PayPal'or'
Mail'your'registration'form'and'check'in'USD'by'March'1'to:'

TOTAL'PAID:''$_________________''''''''CHECK'NUMBER'_____________''**(Checks*payable*to*Music*EdVentures,*Inc)
'''SCHOLARSHIP'AND'TRAVEL'GRANTS:'Inquiries!about!a!scholarship!or!travel!grant!to!the!2015!Conference:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!contact!Leah!Steffen,!MEI!President,!at!leahrsteffen@gmail.com for!information!and!application!process.!
!!'RESERVE'HOTEL'ROOMS'($99!plus!tax,!Suite!$129!plus!tax)!Use!the!direct!link!for!MEI!at!Holiday!Inn!at!DIA
http://www.holidayinn.com/redirect?
path=hd&brandCode=hi&localeCode=en&regionCode=1&hotelCode=DENMF&_PMID=99801505&GPC=MEV

From the Executive Director of Song Works Certification
Music EdVentures is surging into a new era! Our organization has invested many years of
intentional reflection, collaboration, discussion, assessment, and evaluation to reach the
point of offering our first SongWorks Certification Courses in July 2015.

Terolle Turnham
Eagan, MN

Participation in the Certification Courses has such potential for bringing the joyful
engagement we all so highly value into the learning environments in which we work. And,
yet we also know the kind of study and reflection inherent in those courses will also
positively affect other areas of our lives. How fortunate we are!

How did SongWorks evolve?
Perhaps a few slices of my own life will shed some light. I began teaching in the fall of 1968 in Detroit, Michigan.
I had attended a private college that excelled in preparing choral and band directors. Our classroom music
training was not as refined! We learned to teach either a rote song or a note song as students looked at their
books. This was the starting point of my music teaching, so there was lots of room for growth!!
In the 1970s, graduate courses for a week during the summer were common. Many of these began to include
body percussion and more use of classroom instruments. Learning to perform simplified and stylized poems and
short songs was the basis for some of these classes, such as the one I took in Ann Arbor, Michigan from Grace
Nash. It felt exciting! Kids would love this! There were instruments to play beyond the tone bells!!
After 10 years of teaching in a junior high, I moved with my family to Eagan, Minnesota. There I met Anne
Mendenhall, who lived in our neighborhood. Because I was new to teaching elementary students, I knew I
needed help. As we visited, Anne encouraged me to enroll in the Education Through Music (ETM) course offered
over several weeks of the school year. I did!
The course was an effective format where I learned song experience games by playing them with other
teachers. Two nights and one full Saturday of sessions every six weeks or so meant that I could teach
everything I had learned, then return for more new material!
Fleurette Sweeney was my first teacher. Yes, that was quite a gift! Fleurette began the first session with the
greeting song, “Hickety Tickety Bumble Bee” just as she would have done if were we little children. She focused
on each person and their name. She would ask not just “Who are you?” but “What does your name sound like
when your voice speaks it? What does your name sound like if we tap it? How many taps do you hear?” Instead
of agreeing with the first answer offered and moving on to the next student, Fleurette listened to many answers
and then checked all by careful listening once again. Through this and many other experiences, Fleurette
opened the door to a new way of being with students. Enchanted, I trustingly walked through that door with eyes
wide open to the discovery of the art of teaching!
In subsequent years, I continued to take every ETM course that was offered during the school year and traveled
to Bozeman, Montana to study for 3 - 4 weeks each summer. Studying with Doug Bartholomew, Peggy Bennett
and Anna Langness was exciting! At that time, many of the strategies and techniques that are now in use were
being developed. These courses and these times held such a sense of discovery, a golden age of developing
our pathways.
We all felt the need to “report back” to the teachers who were not able to take the courses, and those sharing
sessions further solidified our own knowledge and skills, plus created small learning communities in several
North American locations.
We learned that using “highlighting techniques” (inner hearing, chinning, antiphonning, and movement), made it
easier and more enjoyable to compare and describe what we heard in the sounds we were producing and
hearing. Together as a group of teacher-learners, we created movements (gestures or stepping patterns) to
show what we noticed about the form, the melody, or the rhythm of a song. Map and ideograph scores that
symbolized the whole song often flowed out of the movement study. The symbols and lines of the scores
provided a graphic representation of the movement we had just created and experienced. All of this experience
and study was exciting and novel, yet our approach was viewed by some in the profession as “too much game
playing and not enough study.”
cont’d

How did we move into a time of greater focus, intent, and academic expectation regarding study and
musicmaking?
As time passed, those of us interested in higher expectations and greater depth of study continued the
collaborative process that led us to form Music EdVentures (1989 was our first gathering,1992 was our
incorporation). And Peggy Bennett and Doug Bartholomew wrote the two SongWorks books (1997 and 1999).
This seminal group felt strongly about treating one another and our students with respect as we searched for
more and better ways to engage learners. And we were committed to maintaining musicality while the study
was happening. Classroom teachers, music teachers, drama teachers, leaders of community singing, and
teachers of English in Japan all added to the understandings that were developed.
Where are we now?
Now we see ourselves as teachers who aspire to apply the Principles of Learning and Teaching and the
Principles of Learning and Teaching Music which scaffold the SongWorks approach. The principles are
enumerated, described, and demonstrated in conversational descriptions of student and teacher interactions in
the SongWorks I & II books.
Principles of Learning and Teaching

1. Students have the right to be treated with respect and dignity for their ideas, skills and stages of
development.

2. Students deserve an engaging learning environment in which they feel safe enough to demonstrate
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

freely their understandings and skills through various types of participation.
Student learning is the responsibility of both teachers and students.
Learning is holistic and constructive.
A teacher’s attitudes, behaviors, and methodologies should be compatible.
Accurate and constructive feedback helps students become independent learners.
Quality of life is enriched through music and singing.

Principles of Learning and Teaching Music

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The major goal of music study is the development of a responsiveness to music.
The musicality that is critical to music performance is just as important in music study.
The fundamental skill in music behavior is listening.
The way music sounds rather than how it looks guides the selection and presentation of patterns for
study.
A distinction exists between skills and concepts that are musically easy and those that are musically
simple.
Song provides direct involvement for making music and studying sound relationships.

When Mary Springer creates drama activities for adults and children, she utilizes the first seven principles in
her approach. Leah Steffen leads her music classes AND her art classes in ways that are founded on all 13
principles. Yuriko Ishikawa bases activities designed to provide a pathway for learning English with principles
from both lists. Tony Williamson relies on his understanding of all of the principles in his substitute teaching
settings from music education to coaching field hockey! When such principles shape the thoughts of the
teacher, the experiences blossom with skillful leadership, the art of teaching!
The point is that these principles work in a variety of settings from drama to reading to physical education to
community singing! Applying them in a variety of settings, whether musical or nonmusical means that effective,
engaged, playful learning happens.
How does Music EdVentures support SongWorks teaching?
Music EdVentures has several venues for sharing with others who utilize the SongWorks approach.
Our Facebook group posts ideas, songs, and games or activities that are seasonal in nature (Pumpkin Stew
and Black Cat are October favorites) or in response to a situational question someone else has posted. There
is high energy within this group!
cont’d

Another venue is our Music EdVentures website where you will find:
• Our highly regarded monthly Newsletter. Many interesting articles, lessons, and postings of upcoming
presentations are found in the newsletter
• Video footage of children in classroom music settings and of various presenters in conference settings
• Information and Registration for our Conference 2015 in Denver, April 9-11
• 2015 SongWorks Certification Course Registration and PayPal deposit information.
Where are we going?
Our newest and most ambitious EdVenture is SongWorks Level 1 Certification 2015. In a
recent message to folks interested in the SongWorks approach, Peggy wrote about acquiring knowledge, skills,
and understandings in the certification courses.
As a student in the SongWorks courses, you will have the benefit of:
1. Song, game, and study activities that adapt directly to your classroom.
2. Supported skill development to better utilize the practices of musicianship and music study in
SongWorks.
3. Reflective study as you hone ideas and articulations about the Principles of Teaching and Learning
and the Principles of Teaching and Learning Music.
To summarize where we’ve been and where we’re going . . . since the mid-1990s, we developed a body of
techniques and practices based on certain principles of interaction and learning. Once these principles were
clear and written in such a way that we could study a common philosophical body of work (SongWorks I & II),
our group moved into new arenas for sharing our approach:

•
•
•
•

we began sponsoring highly engaging annual conferences;
we offered detailed lesson plans and teaching perspectives in our newsletters;
we added both text and video demonstrations of our work on Music EdVentures and SongWorks for
Children websites;
we shared SongWorks teaching at conferences across the country and abroad

And now we have launched our SongWorks Certification program. It is your own understandings of and
practice in the art of teaching that will grow in depth and breadth as you absorb the SongWorks Certification
Foundations and Practicum Courses.
What a precious investment in YOU … and your students … and your school! Have you registered and
reserved a spot for yourself yet? I hope so!!

Why I have registered for the SongWorks Certification Course

Samantha Smith
Rocky River, OH

Last week I had the pleasure of giving a two-hour lecture about SongWorks to the
Master of Music Teaching students at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music. In order to
explain the SongWorks strategies to others, I was required to streamline my use of the
principles and practices in my everyday teaching. For example, I thought about my
process for teaching notation, and hashed out why it was so important for me to move
from sound to symbol. I reflected on why I use maps in my classroom, and what
students gained from the activity. As I was talking to the master’s students, I heard
myself saying that I use the SongWorks principles and practices because it gives me
the freedom to teach any song with depth, clarity, and musicality. Because of this, I am
able to meet my students’ needs as a class and as individuals.

Planning for the lecture reaffirmed my choice to register for the SongWorks certification course. This course
will cause me to reflect upon my own use of the principles and practices, but unlike my preparation for the
lecture, I will not be doing it alone. I know that the instructors, Dr. Peggy D Bennett and Dr. Anna Langness,
will help me to make connections that I have never made on my own, and I know that synthesizing all of this
information will make me a better teacher. More than anything, I know the certification course will allow me to
spend ten days with some of the best educators I know. To me, this opportunity is invaluable. I cannot wait for
July!

Register for the SongWorks Course online today!
It’s easy! Go to www.musicedventures.org
Or follow this link: http://musicedventures.org/2015-SongWorks-Course-Level-1.html

Click GET INVOLVED

GET INVOLVED
SW Course

SongWorks Sessions at 2014 - 2015 State Conferences!
Peggy Bennett, Clinician
with Emerging Pioneers as Assistants

MONTANA
MMEA

October 15-18, 2014 in Missoula
Friday, October 17, 2:00-3:30
Getting Along: How to Reframe
Difficult Moments in Schools
Peggy Bennett

Peggy Bennett, PhD

COLORADO
CMEA

January 28-30, 2015 in Colorado Springs

Thursday, January 28, 3:20 - 4:10
Imagine That! Cultivating Imaginations through Music Activities
Peggy Bennett, assisted by Beth Leachman Gadbaw (CO)

Friday, January 29, 3:20 - 4:10
Mirror, Mirror on the Wall:
Reflections on How Our Behaviors Affect Our Students
Peggy Bennett, assisted by Betty Phillips (OR)

Saturday, January 30, 4:30
Colorado Children’s Honor Choir Concert
Including six singers of Theresa Derr’s choir

SongWorks Sessions at 2015 State Conferences!
Peggy Bennett, Clinician
with Emerging Pioneers as Assistants

TEXAS
TMEA

February 13-15, 2015 in San Antonio
Peggy Bennett, PhD

Friday, February 13,
Feedback That Feeds: Connecting What We Think and Say
Peggy Bennett, assisted by Danielle Solan (Hong Kong)

MARYLAND
MMEA
February 19-21, 2015 in Baltimore

Saturday, February 21, 9:00 - 10:00
Playing with the Classics: Music Masterworks for Children
Peggy Bennett, assisted by Jake Harkins (VA)

Hey, Tommy Turkey!

Anna Langness
Broomfield, CO

Holiday time! It’s wonderful to have a few songs with
games that have rich content so musical study
continues naturally amid holiday excitement. This
song/game delights Kindergarten and first graders,
then returns each year with enhanced study. K and 1st
grade study rhythm, 2nd grade has more rhythm
reading and adds the melodic phrases, then 3rd grade
plays the song on recorders. If you wish to connect
with Science, name those unique parts of the turkey.
Some students share that they eat Tofurkey for
Thanksgiving. Note that a different type of turkey is
grown for food. Our Tommy is wild. We love him and
enjoy the drama of his fanciful behaviors.

1. Caruncles 2. Snood
3. Wattle 4. Major
caruncle 5. Beard

Introduction (storytelling - with picture)
Tommy surely was a turkey who lived in the wild, one who enjoyed life in a wooded area. He had beautiful
iridescent feathers, a black beard at his chest, and a huge gorgeous tail that fanned out magnificently. He had
the red wattle along his neck and a bright red snood that draped over his beak and hung down below. His
legs and feet were big and powerful. He was handsome, and he knew it! He strutted around! He walked as
though he wanted everyone to look at him and admire his beautiful feathers!
Game:
With hands clasped on your back side with fingers out fluttering as your tail, you are Tommy Turkey! He struts
around the seated circle and sings. Soon everyone joins the singing.
Song
Hey, Tommy Turkey
Strut around, strut around
Hey, Tommy Turkey
Strut so fine!
Hey, Tommy Turkey
Please be mine.
“Gobble. . .”

Acting
He walks with the beat as turkey feet would do.
He walks the rhythm in a circle (showing his tail)
Continues on as before
He turns, flutters and spreads his tail feathers
Continues on as before
Step, step, stop – Bend down to the person
nearest in the circle, speak in “turkey talk” as
described next in “vocal exploration”

Vocal exploration
Tommy stops and talks in “turkey talk” to the person by his feet.
“Gobble Gobble.
Gobble Gobble Gobble Gobble Gobble?”
Could you understand Tommy? Turkeys make pretty high-pitched Gobbles.
He said, “Hi there, Maria. Would you come be a turkey with me?”

Will you all answer in Turkey talk? Let’s all practice by saying, “Sure, I’d love to!”
“GOBBLE! Gobble Gobble” (enjoy this practice time with everyone exercising high sounds)
OK, Maria gets to answer.
Tommy asks again, Maria answers and gets up to follow Tommy.
Got your tail feathers in place?
Got your turkey feet ready?
Here we go.
The game can proceed in different ways
1. The last turkey invites a new turkey to join.
2. Each turkey invites another. Listen to each turkey talk separately! Tommy gobbles, the seated one
answers. Continue down the line of turkeys.
3. Begin the game as #1, then expand to have two or three invited each time.
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Give everyone some time to practice, then
“read” it together. Let them track the score and
sing it at least three ways:
1. Sing with the words -- strut around…
2. Sing with “turkey feet…”
3. Sing with rhythm syllables.
4. Let volunteers sing while everyone tracks.
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Study Sheet for Kindergarten or first grade
Students are thrilled to have a score to follow
and to take home. Have them begin singing
and tracking the score as soon as they receive
the page. They are eager to do so and it helps
to build independence and confidence for
reading scores at home.

cont’d
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Alternative score
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The map shows “Hey Tommy Turkey” in each
phrase, and rhythm for the cadence.
With prior experience students might
recognize the paired eighth notes and quarter
patterns: “ Du de Du Du de Du”
For half notes we said “Du-2” or “half-note.”
The chart could show the turkey feet or the
teacher could add them.
Students are eager to play the game again!
Play it with the new words.
Hey Tommy Turkey, turkey feet, turkey feet.
Hey Tommy Turkey, feet, feet, Half-note.
Hey Tommy Turkey, turkey feet, turkey feet.
Hey Tommy Turkey, feet, feet, Half-note.
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Continued study
The movement of the game features moving
with the beat and the rhythm as an expression
of the turkey in the song. It highlights the
rhythm of the cadence chunk of each phrase.
Show this score for the song.
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After the game is going, keep those seated in the circle alert by watching to see how the turkey feet say “strut
around.” When everyone is in the game, all of the turkeys sing and strut around the meadow. When the song
stops, they have conversations with someone nearby. (Yes, it does sound like a flock of very expressive
turkeys!)

Tommy Treble Turkey
Students always seem intrigued with the treble clef and learning how to draw it. They love tracing it, then
figuring out how to do it alone. Somehow the Turkey Treble Clef came to be (see alternative score on previous
page). Some students add great detail -- the snood, wattle, and beard. And, they discovered that it’s possible
to make him face either direction.
The second score with single eighth notes was used some years. It seems to help connect the words and
syllables to the notation. In both scores, notice that the melodic contour is shown as context for the rhythm
pattern.
Song dotting
Teacher-prepared scores like these are easily accessible for students. There are many alternative studies,
depending on the flow of the class’s musical experiences. For example, if students have experience with song
dotting, the map could be given and students would song dot the chunks, then add the rhythm stems and
flags. Whatever choice the teacher makes, it’s usually most satisfying to have these papers serve as the
culminating activity of the study.
Suggesting study at home
Prompt your students to share at home: You may take this score home and I hope you will make Tommy look
very colorful! Sing the song for your parents or siblings. Show them how it goes, then have your parent (or
whomever) follow the map part. They can sing “Hey Tommy Turkey” with you or by themselves. Maybe they’ll
like to track the turkey feet part too. Oh, yes, be sure to teach how the rhythm syllables sound.
Second and third grade study
Tommy is welcomed, if not requested again in 2nd grade. Students have
learned more facts about notation, in addition to more practice with writing
and reading. Some years 2nd and 3rd grade students wrote rhythm
exercises on strips of multi-colored paper strips, then created
our rhythm turkey for the bulletin board. This was fun and great
motivation to produce numerous rhythm examples. While
joining in the same project, third graders wrote patterns with all
the note values they had learned (beats of 16th and 32nd
notes were popular).
Song Study Booklets
This booklet (one page folded) was a review of Music Facts. This seemed important, similar to learning Math
facts perhaps. Two dots under half notes was a reminder of its value. Students studied the scores in partners,
then gave suggestions for the class, such as these: 1) add the note heads to the score, 2) have one partner
sing the words while the other sings the rhythm syllables, 3) antiphon with your partner.
Turkey Song Booklet p. 1

cont’d

Rhythm reading challenge
This was a Doug Bartholomew-inspired
arrangement, using his techniques of
repetition and extension that stimulate
reading while being accessible.

Turkey Song Booklet p. 2

Students, individually or in partners, are
given time to study the score. They can
read it with the song text or with rhythm
syllables.
Partners or individuals may volunteer to
read the top two phrases or the bottom
two phrases while the class tracks the
score. This process holds amazing appeal
and interest in listening and following. The
repetitions seem to tickle their humor, too.
Everyone cheers when the whole class
sings it successfully together! At this point
students often ask to take the scores
home.
He’s back!!!
Tommy Turkey can return
for melodic study in 2nd
grade as well. Students
play the Mi Re Do La, So,
pattern on their pentahand.
Then, transfer
the pattern to
xylophones.
The rest of the song can be
played on nonpitched instruments. Some classes
wish to let the players of percussion instruments do
the turkey dance as they play.
When third graders can play B A G E D on the
recorder, Tommy Turkey becomes a favorite once
again. The class can antiphon the song: one group
play “Hey Tommy Turkey” while others sing and add
percussion or recorders can antiphon with students
who have mastered the EGD patterns. Everyone
sings the final cadence, “please be mine.”
Goodbye, old friend
Familiar songs are welcomed back when students
know there is always a new twist added to the
experience. With its brief appearance each year,
students realize how they have grown musically.
That good feeling of accomplishment or efficacy
never grows “old.”

Google Images: Turkey clipart

. . . from What’s on the MEI Website!

The Many Flavors of a Classroom
For the past few weeks I have been preparing to share ideas with teachers In
Minnesota. Most of our time will be spent exploring suggestions for playing recorder in
the classroom setting.
During my preparation for the workshop I decided to take a quick peek at the handouts
on our MEI website. I came across Betty Phillips’ 2014 Conference submission,
“Wisdom in Choosing: Selecting Song Materials That Are Both Deep and Wide”. I was
pleasantly surprised that the activities I have planned for the Minnesota gathering fit
perfectly Betty’s chart for meeting curricular objectives.
Marilyn Winter
Sun City, AZ

When you are deciding what music literature to use with your students take a few
moments to revisit Betty’s document. There is a “bowl full” of wise advice in these
pages. You can find her recommendations by going to: musicedventure.org —
Members Only — last listing in that column.

Also, if you plan to be in the Minnesota area on November 22nd, drop in for a jam-packed day of recorder in
the classroom activities. Find workshop information on page 3 of this newsletter. Perhaps, I’ll see you there!
~ Marilyn

A side note about Betty’s information: When asked by a parent what criteria I use for
choosing literature for my voice students the information in Betty’s handout was so helpful.
http://www.musicbulletinboards.net/printbbs.htm

from Fleurette Sweeney, PhD, faculty and Board Chair of SelfDesign Learning Foundation, BC.

SelfDesign Graduate Institute
Fall 2014 Webinars
All webinars are one hour; all are free of charge. To participate, register with David Marshak at:
davidmarshak@selfdesign.org

November 2, 7 PM PST: David Marshak—Integral Learning and SelfDesign
We will explore the origins of the concept of integral consciousness and the relationship between integral
consciousness and SelfDesign.
David is the founding president of the SelfDesign Graduate Institute.

November 16, 4 PM PST: Barbarah Nicoll—Evocative Listening
Does the quality of our listening affect the quality of the speaking of the person that we are listening
to? What happens when we "forget ourselves" in our listening? What happens when we deeply engage
with the content that the speaker is offering? We will explore these questions and see what we discover.
Barbarah is the Vice-Principal of SelfDesign High; 20 years’ experience in Waldorf education;
past School Coordinator for the Nelson Waldorf School; created foundation and vision for the
development of the International School of the Kootenays; and a member of the SDGI faculty.

November 23, 7 PM PST: Michael Maser—Learning Breakthroughs Linked to Personal
Empowerment
Michael will overview some recent breakthroughs from the frontiers of neuroscience, psychology and
sociology that, when synthesized, provide a compelling framework for re-conceptualizing human learning
and potential, for all ages. Participants will be invited to contribute their own insights on this subject and
situate them in such a new framework.
Michael is the Special Projects Director, Organizational Communications, Marketing and Outreach for
the SelfDesign Learning Community; a course mentor at SelfDesign High; a learning consultant,
SelfDesign Learning Community; the co-founder of Virtual High and the SelfDesign Learning
Community, and a member of the SDGI faculty.

December 14, 4 PM PST: Pille Bunnell— Love and Learning
Have you encountered the statement that “love is the only emotion that expands intelligence”? We will
address this concept by exploring how both learning and love are fundamental in our human heritage. We
will briefly explore the relational nature of emotions, and learning as a natural process that keeps us in
relationship.
Pille is an Adjunct Professor in Environmental Education and Environmental Management at Royal
Roads University; Past President of the American Society for Cybernetics; currently the Board Chair
for SelfDesign Learning Foundation; College of Co-Exploration, the Canada Research Chair in
Communities; on the editorial boards for Cybernetics and Human Knowing and Constructivist
Foundations; and a member of the SDGI faculty.

2014 Music EdVentures Leadership
The Board of Directors

President
Leah Steffen
Shafer, MN

Treasurer
Anna Langness
Broomfield, CO

President-Elect
Samantha Smith
Cleveland, OH
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Corvallis, OR
Director At Large
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Richardson, TX
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Glenside, PA
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Eiko Oyoko
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Director At Large
Esther Campbell
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Director for Canada
Kate Smith
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The Purpose of Music
EdVentures, Inc. is to search for and
practice ways of making music and
interacting with people that preserve and
celebrate the dignity of both. As a
guiding principle, this purpose will focus
our work on:
1. Practices that foster
interactive, facilitative learning
environments.
2. Strategies that empower the
learner within the context of
music experience and study.
3. Networks that encourage
collaboration between diverse
disciplines, professionals, and
interest groups.
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2015
MEI CONFERENCE
April 9, 10, 11
Denver, CO

Any member of Music EdVentures, Inc.
can receive a copy of the MEI Policies
and Procedures Manual by
contacting MEI Past President Terolle
at t.turnham@gmail.com.

Support the Mission of MEI
with your membership dues!
$45 Regular $75 Sustaining $100 Patron $20 Student
Pay online at www.musicedventures.org
or
Make checks payable to MEI in (USD); Include your
name, address, phone and email.
Send to Anna Langness, Treas.
1179 Lilac St.
Broomfield, CO 80020
News and Notes is the monthly communication of Music
EdVentures, Inc. (MEI). Regular features will keep members and
friends up to date on coming events and the latest teaching
techniques, tips and strategies. Submissions are due on the 15th
of the month prior to publication and may be submitted months in
advance, indicating the month in which they are to be published.
The committee reserves the right to select material to be published
according to length and appropriateness. Articles should be
200-325 words. Visuals should be scanned and submitted as pdf
or jpg files. Submissions may be sent to alangness@gmail.com
and may be edited to accommodate space limitations.

